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Abstract

Racial and ethnic representation in home ownership rates is an important public policy topic
for addressing inequality within society. Although more than half of the households in the US
are owned, rather than rented, the representation of home ownership is unequal among different
racial and ethnic groups. Here we analyze the US Census Bureau’s American Community Survey
data to conduct an exploratory and statistical analysis of home ownership in the US, and find
sociodemographic factors that are associated with differences in home ownership rates. We use
binomial and beta-binomial generalized linear models (GLMs) with 2020 county-level data to
model the home ownership rate, and fit the beta-binomial models with Bayesian estimation. We
determine that race/ethnic group, geographic region, and income all have significant associations
with the home ownership rate. To make the data and results accessible to the public, we develop
an Shiny web application in R with exploratory plots and model predictions.

Keywords census; exploratory analysis; generalized linear models; GLM; housing;
sociodemographic factors; statistical analysis

1 Introduction
Home ownership is popularly considered a core element of the American dream. Owning a
home provides social status, shelter, and financial stability; a starting point for families to start
accumulating wealth (Austin and Felicity, 1999). Moreover, the US has consistently reported
rates above 60% since 1960, meaning US citizens have been more likely to own rather than rent
a home (Robb, 2021). However, current data suggests there have been considerable differences
between the home ownership rates of different racial/ethnic groups throughout that time.

The 2022 Data Challenge Expo of the Sections on Statistical Computing, Statistical Graph-
ics, and Government Statistics of the American Statistical Association (ASA) provided an op-
portunity to explore the relationship between home ownership rates and other sociodemographic
variables in the US. Our analyses focused on US Census data from the year 2020 and tried to
answer the following primary research question: Are US home ownership rates significantly dif-
ferent among different racial/ethnic groups? In addition, our analyses addressed the following
secondary question: What variables and estimation methods help explain differences in home
ownership rates among different racial groups?

In this article, we primarily investigate the home ownership gaps between the WhiteNH
(White Non-Hispanic), Hispanic, Black, and Asian groups. The existing literature on Hispanic
home ownership and its disparity in comparison to other racial/ethnic groups has identified
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various drivers, including financial, demographic, and assimilative factors. For instance, studies
have examined the influence of householder age, household income, and other assimilative drivers
on home ownership rates (Sanchez-Moyano, 2021). Additionally, the geographic concentration
of the Hispanic population in ethnic enclaves has been recognized as a potentially influential
factor affecting the likelihood of owning a home (Flippen, 2010).

Some authors have explored the Black/White gap and attribute this difference to sociode-
mographic factors such as household income and educational attainment (Choi et al., 2019), but
also to financial factors such as mortgage access (Aronowitz et al., 2020) and tax exemptions
(Thomas, 2021). The Asian group, in contrast, exhibits different patterns of home ownership,
since the group’s immigration background and high diversity influence home ownership rates
(Kuebler, 2013). While the Black group is significantly less likely than the White group to earn
home equity, the Asian group is not that disadvantaged and has shown more improvement than
other minority groups, even since 2000 (Krivo and Kaufman, 2004).

Regarding estimation methods, previous research has made use of Bayesian statistical mod-
els in public policy topics, such as neighborhood quality (Mast, 2010), local government land use
decisions (Deslatte et al., 2018), and even environmental regulation violations (Paleologos et al.,
2018). Moreover, some authors have developed Bayesian models, such as hierarchical (Hui et al.,
2010) or averaging methods (Erdoğdu et al., 2021), to explain residential property valuation
or housing prices. In the study of home ownership, methods using ordinary least squares and
logistic regression (binomial family) have been used (Moore, 1991; Goodman and Mayer, 2018;
Jones, 1989; Delgadillo, 2009). In this article, we used Bayesian beta-binomial regression to help
explain racial/ethnic differences in home ownership rates. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first application of beta-binomial regression in the literature to study home ownership rates.

This article is an extension of our preliminary work submitted to JSM Proccedings 2022
(Medri and Channagiri, 2022). Our current study includes the Hispanic ethnicity in the analysis
and focuses only on 2020 county data, since our previous results showed no significant change
of home ownership rates in the last six years. In our previous study, we considered additional
US Census tables and variables, such as housing tax, housing cost, etc. We omitted these vari-
ables from this study because though they were available per county, they were not broken by
racial/ethnic group. Additional variables would also have added computational expense to fit-
ting the models. Although we found evidence that spatial regression techniques may be useful,
we did not pursue such techniques here and left that for future work. We also decided not to use
imputation for missing values because counties with missing values had very small populations
(see Section S.2 (Supplementary)).

This article is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the data and outlines
the selected variables for our analyses. In Section 3, we present the binomial and beta-binomial
Bayesian statistical models used in this study. Our main results are discussed in Section 4.
Section 5 offers conclusions drawn from our study and proposes avenues for future research.
Finally, Section S (Supplementary) contains additional data exploration and analyses, along
with a description of a Shiny app developed for this research.

2 Data
The data used in this article is from the American Community Survey (ACS) 2020 5-year
estimate subject tables (US Census Bureau, 2015–2020) obtained at the county level. In our
previous work, we aggregated this data into state-level data by ignoring missing values and
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Table 1: Housing and sociodemographic variables by racial/ethnic group in 2020. Notable find-
ings include higher home ownership rates among WhiteNH (White Non-Hispanic) and Asian
groups, income disparities with the highest annual income among Asian households, and popu-
lation distribution showing the largest share among the WhiteNH group. “Home Own.” = “Home
Ownership Rate”, “H. S. Edu.” = “High School Education Rate”, “Unemp.” = “Unemployment
Rate”, “Pop. Share” = “Population Share”, “Income” = “Anual Income”.

Group Home Own. H. S. Edu. Unemp. Pop. Share Income

WhiteNH 72.3% 93.2% 4.4% 60.1% $74,014
Hispanic 48.6% 70.3% 6.3% 18.2% $55,791
Black 42.5% 86.7% 9.3% 12.6% $45,880
Asian 60.1% 87.3% 4.3% 5.6% $95,301
All 64.5% 88.4% 5.4% 100.0% $67,619

taking weighted averages based on the population of each county. However, in this article we
extend our analysis to the county-level data. We consider occupied housing units (both owned
and rented) as our observational units, though some tables included information from only
owner-occupied housing units.

Table 1 indicates the variables considered in our analyses. We decided to focus our anal-
yses on the variables from the survey that were related to housing and sociodemographics.
Among housing variables, our main variable of interest was the home ownership rate, the per-
centage of owned housing units out of occupied housing units in a certain county. Regarding
sociodemographics, we considered education, income, employment, and population variables.
The educational attainment was defined as the percentage of people 18 years and over that are
high school graduates or higher. We also include median income in the past 12 months expressed
in current 2020 dollars, and unemployment rate, the number of unemployed as a percentage of
the labor force. We finally considered the total population in each county.

We can make some general observations regarding home ownership in the US in the year
2020. According to US Census Bureau (2015–2020), approximately 64.5% of housing units
are owned, indicating a preference for home owning over renting among US residents. The
WhiteNH group reports, on average, the highest home ownership rate (72.3%), high school at-
tainment (93.2%), and population share (60.1%). For annual income and unemployment rate, the
WhiteNH group has the second highest and lowest value ($74,014 and 4.4%, respectively). The
Hispanic group, which is the second largest group, represents 18.2% of the population. They have
the second lowest home ownership rate (48.6%), annual income ($55,791), and unemployment
rate (6.3%). They also report the lowest high school attainment rate (70.3%).

The Black group reports the lowest home ownership rate (42.5%) and annual income
($45,880), but highest unemployment rate (9.3%) and second lowest high school attainment
rate (86.7%). They are also the third biggest racial/ethnic group in term of population share
(12.6%). Finally, the Asian group reports the highest annual income ($95,301) but smallest pop-
ulation share (5.6%) and smallest unemployment rate (4.3%). For both home ownership rate
(60.1%) and high school attainment rate (87.3%), the Asian group has the second highest value.

The values in Table 1 suggest that an analysis of home ownership in the US may require
controlling for racial/ethnic groups to properly estimate relationships with other variables. For
example, when looking at the association between home ownership rate and monthly income in
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Figure 1: New York household annual income and home ownership rate scatter plot for 2020.
The income variable, on the x-axis, has a log10 scale. Each dot represents a county.

Figure 2: Variation between racial/ethnic groups (a) and states (b).

the state of New York for the year 2020 in Figure 1a, we notice a negative association between
both variables. However, when separating the relationship by race, we notice in Figure 1b a dif-
ferent association in each group, indicating that interaction effects may be significant. Moreover,
the box plot in Figure 2a suggests that each racial/ethnic group may have a different distribu-
tion. In the choropleth map in Figure 2b, we see that there are significant differences in the
home ownership of different states. Thus, we may need to control for the effect of state when
developing statistical models.

Data manipulations and visualizations in this section were done in R (R Core Team, 2021)
using the R package suite tidyverse (including dplyr (Wickham et al., 2022) and ggplot2 (Wick-
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ham, 2016)). Choropleth maps were made using the R packages sf (Pebesma, 2018) and tmap
(Tennekes, 2018). Please see Section S.1 (Supplementary) for further descriptions of the data
set.

3 Methods

3.1 Modeling Variables

We transformed and renamed several of the raw US Census data variables to make them more
amenable to modeling. The variables hsedu (high-school education proportion) and unemp (un-
employment proportion), were proportions in the range [0, 1]. The monetary variable, income
(annual income), was originally in units of 2020 US dollars ($) but was transformed to units of
$100,000 so that all variables would be in similar ranges. The variables state (US geographic
state) and group (racial/ethnic group) were categorical variables with fifty and four levels, re-
spectively, and were expanded into dummy variables in the modeling stage. The state categor-
ical variable was used to control for variation between states but was not of intrinsic interest.
The levels for group were WhiteNH (White, Non-Hispanic), Hispanic, Black, and Asian. The
baseline group for determining the coefficients was WhiteNH, since it was the most populous.
Non-Hispanic tabulations for the Asian and Black groups were not available in all the US Census
tables, and so the data from these groups may overlap with the Hispanic group. According to a
2010 US Census brief, the estimated population that was both Hispanic and Black was 1,243,471
(2.5% of the Hispanic population or 3.2% of the Black population), and the estimated population
that was both Hispanic and Asian was 209,128 (0.4% of the Hispanic population or 1.4% of the
Asian population) (Bureau, 2011). While this is not insignificant, we feel the relatively small
degree of overlap of the Hispanic with the Black and Asian groups will not be problematic for
our inferences. The unemp variable was available in US Census table as a percentage with one
decimal, so its values have only two to three significant digits.

The sampsize variable represents the number of households interviewed for a given county
and group. This variable was used as the size parameter for the binomial and beta-binomial dis-
tributions, and for weighting histogram plots. We obtained the number of interviewed households
in each county from a US Census table. However, this data was not broken by group, and so we
estimated the group-level values by multiplying the county-level value by the population share
of each group in that county and rounding to the nearest integer. For example, if the county had
1,000 interviews and the WhiteNH group was .7312 of the county’s population, we would assign
WhiteNH’s sampsize in that county to 731. Similarly, the number of owned households, owners,
in each county and group was estimated from the tables by multiplying the owned household
proportion by sampsize and rounding to the nearest integer. We omitted all observations that
had sampsize = 0. These approximations likely lead to rounding errors and we discuss a possible
fix in Section 5.

The original data tables from the US Census had data arranged in one row per county and
separate columns for the variables of different racial/ethnic groups. We formatted each table so
that each row represented a unique county and group. Then we joined the separate tables into
a single table using the county and group as keys. Some variables had missing values, with a
maximum of 1.99% of the sample size and 56.84% of the observations missing from the income
variable of the Asian group (see Section S.2 (Supplementary)). While some of the percentages
of missing observations were high, the corresponding sample sizes were relatively small. This
indicates that the observations with missing values had small sample sizes, and may have had
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their data suppressed (US Census Bureau, 2021a). Thus, we decided to omit these observations
from the final modeling. The final data set had 3,142 counties, 12,568 observations (3,142 counties
× 4 groups), and 8,820 non-missing observations with sampsize > 0.

The data manipulations were performed using several tidyverse (Wickham et al., 2019) R
packages (including dplyr (Wickham et al., 2022), tidyr (Wickham et al., 2023b), (Wickham
et al., 2023a), tibble (Müller and Wickham, 2023), stringr (Wickham, 2022), and forcats (Wick-
ham, 2023)). Table output was formatted using the xtable (Dahl et al., 2019) R package. Please
see Section S.2 (Supplementary) for additional tables and figures summarizing the modeling
variables.

3.2 Model Formulation

To study the relationship between home ownership and the other sociodemographic variables
in the US Census data, we formulated several binomial and beta-binomial generalized linear
models (GLMs). In our models, the binomial density was parametrized as

p(x; θ, N) ∝
(

N

x

)
θx(1 − θ)N−x (1)

while the beta-binomial density was parametrized as

p(x; θ, φ, N) ∝
(

N

x

)∫ 1

0
(θ ′)x+θφ−1(1 − θ ′)N−x+(1−θ)φ−1 dθ ′. (2)

Both distributions have mean Nθ . However, the variance of the binomial distribution is Nθ(1−θ),
while the variance of the beta-binomial is Nθ(1 − θ)(φ + N)/(φ + 1). Thus, the precision, φ,
controls the amount of over-dispersion of the beta-binomial response relative to the binomial
response, with lower precision resulting in higher over-dispersion. At the extremes, φ → ∞
makes the variance approach the binomial variance, and φ → 0 makes the variance approach N

times the binomial variance. Formally, the beta-binomial is a mixture of binomial distributions
with the proportion parameter (θ ′ in (2)) having a prior beta distribution with shape parameters
α = θφ and β = (1 − θ)φ (Prentice, 1986; Ferrari and Cribari-Neto, 2004).

One motivation for using count models was due to the large number of 0 and 1 home own-
ership rates in observations with small populations (i.e., all interviewed households were owned
or all were rented). Large numbers of 0 and 1 proportions may not fit well with a continuous
distributions such as the beta (Ospina and Ferrari, 2012). Additionally, the observations had a
large range of sample sizes, and the binomial and beta-binomial distributions naturally weight
observations by their sample sizes. The motivation for selecting the beta-binomial over the bino-
mial was due to the beta-binomial’s greater flexibility. Particularly, as discussed in Section S.3
(Supplementary), the binomial was a poor fit for the data.

The models, named Model 0–8, are stated in Table 2, and were chosen by a model selection
process described in Section 3.4. Model 0 was a preliminary binomial model used for selecting
Bayesian priors and is analyzed in Section S.3 (Supplementary). In all models the response (x
in (1) and (2)) was the number of owned households, owners, and the size parameter (N in (1)
and (2)) was the estimated sample size of the group, sampsize. The logit home ownership rate
(θ in (1) and (2)) was a linear function of the predictors, where we use the standard definition
logit(θ) = log(θ/(1 − θ)). In Models 1–7, the log precision (φ in (2)) was a linear function of
logpop, the log of the number of households in the county and group. We used only logpop as
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Table 2: GLM formulations. The response distribution is binomial for Model 0 and beta-binomial
for all others. We use the standard Wilkinson-Rogers notation for model formulation (Wilkinson
and Rogers, 1973).

Model Proportion (logit(θ)) Precision (log(φ))

0 state + group + hsedu + unemp + income N/A
1 state + group + hsedu + unemp + income logpop

2
state + group + hsedu : group + unemp : group

+ income : group
logpop

3 state + group + hsedu : group + income : group logpop
4 state + group + income : group logpop
5 state + group logpop
6 group + income : group logpop
7 state + group + income logpop
8 state + group + income : group 1

a covariate for the precision in the interest of parsimony and due to the natural interpretation
of precision being positively associated with larger population (and, hence, larger sample size).
Model 8 had a constant precision parameter.

The beta-binomial model has been used previously in applications in healthcare data
(Najera-Zuloaga et al., 2018), microbiome data (Hu et al., 2018; Martin et al., 2020), and
many others (Ascari and Migliorati, 2021). As in our study, a key motivation for using the
beta-binomial model is that it provides a better fit than the binomial model for some count data
(Haseman and Kupper, 1979) and allows us to preserve the sample size information in the data
(Martin et al., 2020). In addition to its flexibility, the beta-binomial model can be interpreted
as modeling binary outcomes when the outcomes within each observation are correlated (Pren-
tice, 1986). The correlation between outcomes is related to the precision parameter, with higher
precision associated with lower correlation. In our case, this would naturally be interpreted as
the correlation of ownership status within households of the same county and group. Following
this reasoning, our models predict that higher population is associated with higher precision
and lower correlation. A possible interpretation is that in regions with more households, each
household will on average have less correlation with other households in the same region (e.g.,
because they have less contact with each other on average).

3.3 Model Fitting

Models 1–8 were fit using using the brms (Bürkner, 2017) R package. This package is an interface
for the probabilistic programming language Stan (Carpenter et al., 2017), which fits models
using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation. All exploratory models were fit using
four MCMC chains with 1,000 warmup iterations (we use the terminology of (Gelman et al.,
2013, p. 282)) and 1,000 post-warmup iterations, resulting in 4,000 post-warmup posterior draws.
The final model was fit using four MCMC chains with four times as many iterations, resulting in
16,000 posterior draws. No thinning of the draws was performed. To check for chain convergence,
we examined the R̂, the convergence criteria described in (Gelman et al., 2013, p. 285), which
summarizes the stationarity and well-mixing of the chains. We had R̂ < 1.002 for all parameters
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in the final model. Vehtari et al. (2021) recommend R̂ < 1.01 (closer to 1 is better). The bulk
effective sample size (bulk-ESS), which summarizes the stability of estimates of central tendencies
(e.g., mean and median), was � 1,000 for all parameters in the final model. The tail-ESS (Vehtari
et al., 2021), which summarizes the stability of estimates for extreme tendencies (e.g., extreme
quantiles), was � 2,000 for all parameters in the final model. Vehtari et al. (2021) recommend
bulk- and tail-ESS > 400 (larger is better). Model 0 was fit using maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE) with the base R function glm (R Core Team, 2021).

3.4 Model Selection

The models in Table 2 were specified by hand in a step-wise fashion to determine the best model.
The main model selection criteria used was the LOOIC (leave-one-out information criteria)
described in (Gelman et al., 2013, p. 175), which quantifies how well the model would perform
on out-of-sample data (lower values indicate better predictive performance). The LOOIC and its
standard error were computed using the loo (Vehtari et al., 2022) R package and are described
in Vehtari et al. (2017). In addition to the LOOIC, we used our subjective interpretation of
parameters to select a reasonable model.

Model 1 was specified as the base model with all numerical and categorical predictors with
no interactions. Model 2 extended Model 1 by adding interactions of the numerical predictors
with the group, and significantly improved the LOOIC. The posterior credible intervals in Model
2 showed that the unemployment variable was not significant. Thus, we removed the unemploy-
ment variable to obtain Model 3, which again did not significantly worsen the LOOIC. However,
Model 3 predicted a negative association of high-school education with the home ownership rate
in most groups, which we could not explain. Thus, the high-school education was removed to
obtain Model 4, which did not significantly worsen the LOOIC. To check whether the remain-
ing variables were significant in Model 4, we dropped each variable and checked whether the
LOOIC significantly worsened. Only Model 7, the model with the income-group interaction re-
moved, had a similar LOOIC. However, because exploratory plots (Figure 1) showed evidence of
income-group interaction and the credible intervals of these interaction terms in Model 4 were
significant, we decided to keep Model 4 as the final model. The LOOIC values for the fitted
models are shown in Section S.4 (Supplementary).

3.5 Bayesian Priors and Sensitivity Analysis

We used weakly informative prior distributions for our model parameters. The prior distribution
of all parameters of the logit home ownership rate, logit(θ), was N(0, 0.25) (where N(μ, σ ) is
the normal distribution with mean μ and standard deviation σ ), reflecting the prior assumption
that the variables are not associated with the home ownership rate. However, we set the prior
of the logit home ownership rate Intercept to N(logit(0.64), 0.25) to reflect the national home
ownership rate of approximately 64% in 2020. The prior distribution of the log population
for the log precision, log(φ), was also N(0, 0.25), again reflecting our prior ambiguity about the
association of population. However, we set the prior of the log precision Intercept to N(3.25, 0.25)

using an analysis of the binomial model residuals described in Section S.3 (Supplementary).
Prior predictive checks were used to confirm that the priors reasonably mimicked the data
(see Section S.5 (Supplementary)). The value of the standard deviation, σ = 0.25, was chosen
heuristically based on these checks.

We also performed a sensitivity analysis of the priors by fitting Model 1 with the following
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alternative choices of priors.
• Lower precision alternative: replace the log precision Intercept prior with N(1, 0.25).
• Higher precision alternative: replace the log precision Intercept prior with N(5, 0.25).
• Non-informative alternative: replace all priors for both the logit home ownership rate and

the log precision with N(0, 100).
To compare the resulting posteriors we used the following method. Let {θ̂k}k and {θ̂ ′

k}k be the
posterior predictive means of the home ownership rates for the primary and alternative priors,
respectively. We then compute the root-mean-square-error (RMSE) and Pearson correlation (r)
as

RMSE =
√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(
θ̂i − θ̂ ′

i

)2
,

r =
∑N

i=1

(
θ̂i − ¯̂

θ
) (

θ̂ ′
i − ¯̂

θ ′
)

√∑N
i=1

(
θ̂i − ¯̂

θ
)2 · ∑N

i=1

(
θ̂ ′
i − ¯̂

θ ′
)2

,

where N = 8,820 is the number of observations in the model. We had RMSE � 0.01 and
r � 0.998 for all such pairings of the primary with an alternative prior, confirming that the
posterior was not highly sensitive to the choice of prior distribution. This is likely due to the
large sample sizes in the US Census data causing the likelihood to dominate the posterior.

3.6 Model Diagnostics
We used posterior (prior) predictive checks for model diagnostics. Posterior (prior) predictive
checks make use of replicate data sets, which are obtained by using posterior (prior) parameter
draws and simulating new sets of observations using the likelihood model, as described in (Gel-
man et al., 2013, ch. 6.3) and Gabry et al. (2019). Using several replicate data sets, we plotted
the distribution of the home ownership rates or a summary statistic thereof. These plots were
produced using the ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016) R package, but were based on the functionality
of the bayesplot (Gabry and Mahr, 2022) R package. The summary statistics used were the
weighted mean and variance, weighted by the sample sizes, and were computed using the ma-
trixStats (Bengtsson, 2017) R package. Manipulations of the posterior (prior) draws were done
using the posterior (Bürkner et al., 2023) R package. Please see Section S.5 (Supplementary)
for the model diagnostic results.

4 Results
The fitted coefficient means, standard deviations, and 95% credible intervals for Model 4 are
shown in Table 3. The baseline category for the racial/ethnic group was WhiteNH, so each
of the group coefficients, Hispanic, Black, and Asian, can be interpreted as a difference from
the WhiteNH group. The state categorical variables are omitted for brevity and because they
were mainly used for controlling for differences between states, but are included in Section S.6
(Supplementary).

As suggested by our exploratory analyses in Section 2, the fitted coefficients predict that the
order of the groups from highest to lowest home ownership rate is WhiteNH, Asian, Hispanic,
and Black. The model predicts that this association holds even when controlling for income.
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Table 3: Posterior coefficient estimates for Model 4 (omitting the state indicator variables).
“Mean” is the posterior mean, “SD” is the standard deviation, and “2.5%” and “97.5%” are the
corresponding quantiles. The notation “A:B” is the interaction term between the variables “A”
and “B”. The parameter θ is the home ownership rate and φ is the precision.

(a) Coefficients at log-odds (for θ) and log (for φ) scale.

Component Name Mean SD 2.5% 97.5%

logit(θ) Intercept 1.03 0.04 0.96 1.11
logit(θ) Hispanic −1.28 0.05 −1.37 −1.18
logit(θ) Black −1.47 0.04 −1.56 −1.39
logit(θ) Asian −1.20 0.06 −1.31 −1.08
logit(θ) income:WhiteNH 0.26 0.05 0.16 0.35
logit(θ) income:Hispanic 0.91 0.07 0.78 1.05
logit(θ) income:Black 0.76 0.07 0.62 0.89
logit(θ) income:Asian 0.97 0.06 0.86 1.09
log(φ) Intercept 0.10 0.06 −0.02 0.21
log(φ) logpop 0.34 0.01 0.32 0.35

(b) Coefficients at odds-ratio (for θ) and ratio (for φ) scale.

Component Name Mean SD 2.5% 97.5%

θ/(1 − θ) Intercept 2.81 0.11 2.60 3.04
θ/(1 − θ) Hispanic 0.28 0.01 0.25 0.31
θ/(1 − θ) Black 0.23 0.01 0.21 0.25
θ/(1 − θ) Asian 0.30 0.02 0.27 0.34
θ/(1 − θ) income:WhiteNH 1.29 0.06 1.18 1.42
θ/(1 − θ) income:Hispanic 2.50 0.17 2.18 2.86
θ/(1 − θ) income:Black 2.14 0.15 1.87 2.44
θ/(1 − θ) income:Asian 2.65 0.16 2.35 2.97
φ Intercept 1.10 0.07 0.98 1.24
φ logpop 1.40 0.01 1.38 1.42

As expected, income is positively associated with home ownership rate. However, we see from
the interaction terms that this association is significantly stronger for non-White groups, with
the WhiteNH groups having a log-odds effect size in [0.16, 0.35] and non-White groups having
log-odds effect sizes in [0.62, 1.09]. We also see that, as expected, the precision is positively
associated with the log-population. Since the precision, φ, has a log-link, this can be interpreted
as φ ∝ pop0.34, where pop is the population in number of households.

Table 4 shows the variables’ predicted effects at the proportion scale for two counties. The
estimated standard deviation of the posterior predictive home ownership rate is relatively large
(4.72%-8.41%), so that a large change in income such as +$50, 000 is needed to significantly
shift the posterior distribution. This ability to more accurately estimate the posterior predictive
variance is a key feature of the beta-binomial model. While the predicted effects for both counties
are similar, the fitted home ownership rates are different, reflecting the differences in income and
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Table 4: Model 4 (final model) effects at the proportion scale for two counties. “HOwnR” is
the home ownership rate. The “Empirical” columns are empirical values from the data. “Fit-
ted” and “SD” are the posterior predictive home ownership rate mean and standard deviation,
respectively. The remaining columns show the predicted effect on the home ownership rate for
different changes in the income.

(a) Hillsborough County, Florida.

Group HOwnR HOwnR HOwnR Income Income Income Income
Empirical Fitted SD Empirical +$10k +$25k +$50k

WhiteNH 68.9% 78.6% 4.72% $72k 0.43% 1.11% 2.07%
Hispanic 50.4% 57.6% 6.50% $50k 2.25% 5.48% 10.72%
Black 40.0% 49.5% 7.04% $44k 1.94% 4.66% 9.43%
Asian 59.5% 67.6% 8.41% $84k 2.02% 5.08% 9.63%

(b) New York County, New York.

Group HOwnR HOwnR HOwnR Income Income Income Income
Empirical Fitted SD Empirical +$10k +$25k +$50k

WhiteNH 32.7% 71.1% 4.99% $130k 0.51% 1.34% 2.57%
Hispanic 8.5% 42.3% 6.38% $43k 2.29% 5.69% 11.29%
Black 10.4% 35.4% 6.62% $40k 1.83% 4.50% 8.97%
Asian 23.9% 56.3% 6.96% $91k 2.25% 5.84% 11.49%

state. However, when comparing the fitted and empirical home ownership rates for New York
County, we see a shortcoming of the model. It appears to significantly overestimate the home
ownership rate in urban counties with high population densities, which tend to have relatively
low home ownership rates (Delgadillo, 2009; Moore, 1991). We discuss a possible remedy to this
shortcoming in Section 5.

5 Conclusion
In this study, we collected data from the US Census American Community Survey (ACS) and
performed an observational analysis of home ownership in the US. In our exploratory analyses
(Section 2), we observed noteworthy differences in the home ownership rates across different
racial/ethnic groups and states. Our goal was to model the association of home ownership rates
with other sociodemographic factors in the ACS data. To do so, we formulated several beta-
binomial generalized linear models (Section 3). The beta-binomial model was chosen in order to
account for over-dispersion and heteroscedasticity in the response compared to a binomial model.
Our models were fit with Bayesian estimation, which offers flexibility in fitting distributional
models and estimating posterior intervals for effect sizes at transformed scales. We performed
model selection and found that the state, group, and income variables appeared to be significant.
In the final fitted model, we interpreted the predictions and found that a relatively large increase
in income (about $50,000) is predicted to be associated with a significant increase in the home
ownership rate (about 11%) in some counties.
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The main thrust of this article was to apply the Bayesian beta-binomial model to study
home ownership in the US. In a previous article (Medri and Channagiri, 2022), we applied several
different response distributions when modeling state-level data, such as a normal response for
the logit-transformed home ownership rates, beta response for the home ownership rates, and
binomial response for the count of home owners. For several reasons, we prefer the beta-binomial.
The logit transform cannot be used for county-level data, where many observations with small
sample sizes have 0% or 100% for the home ownership rate. The beta model allows for a flexible
variance structure through its precision parameter, but does not inherently account for sample
sizes in its formulation. The binomial model accounts for sample sizes, but has an inflexible
variance structure, and was shown to be a poor fit in Section S.3 (Supplementary). Because
the beta-binomial distribution is a mixture of the binomial and beta distributions, it both
includes the sample sizes in its formulation and has a precision parameter. We accounted for
heteroscedasticity by modeling both the proportion and precision parameters of the distribution.
A shortcoming of this analysis was that the sample sizes and home owner counts for each group
were not directly provided by the ACS summary tables, but were estimated using the sample
sizes, group proportions, and group home ownership rates for each county (see Section 3.1).
However, for future work, the individual survey responses are available from the American
Community Survey Microdata (US Census Bureau, 2021c), from which true count data may be
obtained. The MicroData may also be used to get more precise data, such as the amount of
overlap of the Hispanic group with the Black and Asian group, or tabulations for non-Hispanic
Black and non-Hispanic Asian populations.

In this study, we explored several sociodemographic factors and found that state, racial/eth-
nic group, and income had the strongest association with the home ownership rate. Notably,
we also found evidence of an interaction effect between group and income, with the income
having a stronger effect for non-White groups. This may indicate that as income increases, the
White/non-White gap of home ownership rate decreases, and that lower incomes may be a cause
of the lower home ownership rates in minority groups. We also found indication that additional
predictors may be needed to form a better fitting model. In particular, we observed that our
model poorly predicts the home ownership rate in highly urban counties, such as New York
County, New York (see Section 4). The model tends to overestimate the home ownership rate in
such counties, because they have a relatively high income but a relatively low home ownership
rate. Thus, further predictors, such as the population density (Delgadillo, 2009), may be useful
to better control for these differences between counties.

Supplementary Material
We have included a separate Supplementary section with additional discussion of the data, mod-
eling analyses and results, and a description of a Shiny app developed in R for data exploration.
The app features a user-friendly web interface created with the R packages Shiny (Chang et al.,
2022) and shinyWidgets (Perrier et al., 2023), enabling users to perform customized and inter-
active explorations of the data and models presented in this work. The current version of the
interface was initially showcased at the American Statistical Association (ASA) Data Challenge
Expo 2022 (in the Joint Statistical Meeting (JSM) 2022), and was subsequently refined and
expanded in this article. The code for the Shiny app and all our analyses may also be found at
https://github.com/jmedri/JSM2022_HomeOwnership.

https://github.com/jmedri/JSM2022_HomeOwnership
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